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Abstract8

Many processes during embryonic development involve transport and reaction of molecules,9

or transport and proliferation of cells, within growing tissues. Mathematical models of10

such processes usually take the form of a reaction–diffusion partial differential equation11

(PDE) on a growing domain. Previous analyses of such models have mainly involved solv-12

ing the PDEs numerically. Here, we present a framework for calculating the exact solution13

of a linear reaction–diffusion PDE on a growing domain. We derive an exact solution for a14

general class of one–dimensional linear reaction–diffusion process on 0 < x < L(t), where15

L(t) is the length of the growing domain. Comparing our exact solutions with numerical16

approximations confirms the veracity of the method. Furthermore, our examples illustrate17

a delicate interplay between: (i) the rate at which the domain elongates, (ii) the diffusivity18

associated with the spreading density profile, (iii) the reaction rate, and (iv) the initial19

condition. Altering the balance between these four features leads to different outcomes in20

terms of whether an initial profile, located near x = 0, eventually overcomes the domain21

growth and colonizes the entire length of the domain by reaching the boundary where22

x = L(t).23
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Introduction24

Developmental processes are often associated with transport and reaction of molecules,25

or transport and proliferation of cells, within growing tissues [1, 2]. For example, the de-26

velopment of biological patterns, such as animal coat markings, is thought to arise due to27

the coupling between an activator-inhibitor Turing mechanism and additional transport28

induced by tissue growth [3–7]. Within the mathematical biology literature, there is an29

increasing awareness of the importance of incorporating domain growth into mathemat-30

ical models of various biological processes including morphogen gradient formation [8]31

and models of collective cell spreading [9]. In addition to considering particular bio-32

logical applications, other studies have focused on examining more theoretical questions33

associated with reactive transport processes on growing domains. Most notably, several34

previous studies have examined the relationship between discrete random walk models35

and associated continuum partial differential equation (PDE) descriptions [10–14].36

One particular biological application where transport and reaction (proliferation) of37

cells takes place on a growing domain is the development of the enteric nervous system38

(ENS) [15–21]. This developmental process involves neural crest precursor cells entering39

the oral end of the developing gut. Individual precursor cells migrate and proliferate,40

which results in the formation of a moving front of precursor cells which travels towards41

the anal end of the developing gut. This colonization process is complicated by the42

fact that the gut tissues elongate simultaneously as the cell front moves [17]. Normal43

development requires that the moving front of precursor cells reaches the anal end of44

the developing tissue. Abnormal development is thought to be associated with situations45

where the moving front of cells fails to completely colonize the growing gut tissue [17].46

One of the first mathematical models of ENS development, described by Landman et47
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al. [22], is a PDE description of the migration and proliferation of a population of precursor48

cells on a uniformly growing tissue. Landman et al. [22] use their model to mimic ENS49

development by considering an initial condition where the population of precursor cells is50

initially confined towards one end of the domain. Landman et al. [22] solve the governing51

PDE numerically and use these numerical solutions to explore whether the population52

of cells can colonize the entire length of the growing domain within a certain period of53

time. In particular, Landman et al. [22] highlights an important interaction between: (i)54

the initial distribution of cells; (ii) the migration rate of cells; (iii) the proliferation rate55

of cells; and (iv) the growth rate of the underlying tissue. Landman et al. [22] explore56

the relationship between these four factors using an approximate numerical solution of57

the PDE model. These previous numerical results suggest that successful colonization58

requires: (i) that the initial length of colonization must be sufficiently large, (ii) that59

the migration rate of cells is sufficiently large, (iii) that the proliferation rate of cells is60

sufficiently large, and (iv) that the growth rate of the underlying tissue is sufficiently61

small.62

In addition to presenting numerical solutions, Landman et al. [22] also presents analysis63

for the special case where there is no cell diffusion. This analysis involves solving a64

simplified hyperbolic PDE model using the method of characteristics. While this analysis65

offers useful insight, Landman et al. [22] does not provide any exact solutions for the case66

where diffusive transport is included.67

The focus of the present work is to consider a linear reaction-diffusion process on a68

growing domain with a view to obtaining an exact solution of the associated PDE. After69

transforming the PDE to a fixed domain we obtain a PDE with variable coefficients. The70

variable coefficient PDE is simplified using an appropriate transformation which enables us71

to obtain an exact solution using separation of variables. While our strategy for obtaining72
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an exact solution is quite general, we present specific results for linear and exponentially73

elongating domains. After verifying the accuracy of our exact solutions using numerical74

approximations, we summarise our results in terms of a concise condition that can be used75

to distinguish between successful or unsuccessful colonization. We conclude this study by76

acknowledging the limitations of our analysis, and we outline some further extensions of77

our approach which could be implemented in future studies.78

1 Materials and methods79

1.1 Mathematical model80

We consider a linear reaction-diffusion process on a one-dimensional domain, 0 < x < L(t),81

where L(t) is the increasing length of the domain. Domain growth is associated with a82

velocity field which causes a point at location x to move to x + v(x, t)τ during a small83

time period of duration τ [22]. By considering the expansion of an element of initial width84

∆x, we can derive an expression relating L(t) and v(x, t), which can be written as85

dL(t)

dt
=

∫ L(t)

0

∂v

∂x
dx. (1)

Like others [3, 4, 22], we consider uniform growth conditions where
∂v

∂x
is independent of86

position, but potentially depends on time, t, so that we have
∂v

∂x
= σ(t). Combining this87

definition with Equation (1) gives:88

∂v

∂x
= σ(t) =

1

L(t)

dL(t)

dt
. (2)
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Without loss of generality, we assume that the domain elongates in the positive x-direction89

with the origin fixed, so that v(0, t) = 0. Integrating Equation (2) gives90

v(x, t) =
x

L(t)

dL(t)

dt
. (3)

We now consider conservation of mass of some density function, C(x, t), assuming that the91

population density function evolves according to a linear reaction–diffusion mechanism.92

The associated conservation statement on the growing domain can be written as93

∂C

∂t
= D

∂2C

∂x2
− ∂(Cv)

∂x
+ kC, (4)

on 0 < x < L(t), where D > 0 is the diffusivity, k is the production rate and v is94

the velocity associated with the underlying domain growth, given by Equation (3). We95

note that setting k > 0 represents a source term which is relevant to ENS development96

since the precursor cells proliferate [16–18,20]; however, our approach can also be used to97

study decay processes by setting k < 0.98

To solve Equation (4) we must specify initial conditions and boundary conditions.99

Motivated by Landman et al. [22], we choose100

C(x, 0) =

 C0 0 ≤ x < β ,

0 β ≤ x ≤ L(0) ,
(5)

which corresponds to some initial length of the domain, 0 ≤ x < β, being uniformly101

colonized at density C0, with the remaining portion of the domain being uncolonized. We102

suppose that we have zero diffusive flux conditions at both boundaries,
∂C

∂x
= 0 at x = 0103

and x = L(t), and we now seek to find an exact solution, C(x, t).104
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2 Results105

2.1 Exact solution106

The first step in our solution strategy is to transform the spatial variable to a fixed domain,107

ξ =
x

L(t)
[3, 4, 10–12,22], giving108

∂C

∂t
=

D

L2(t)

∂2C

∂ξ2
− 1

L(t)

∂(Cv)

∂ξ
+ kC +

ξ

L(t)

dL(t)

dt

∂C

∂ξ
, (6)

on 0 < ξ < 1. Recalling that v =
x

L(t)

dL(t)

dt
= ξ

dL(t)

dt
, we re-write Equation (6) as109

∂C

∂t
=

D

L2(t)

∂2C

∂ξ2
+ (k − σ(t))C, (7)

where, in the transformed coordinates, the impact of domain growth manifests in two110

different ways:111

1. the coefficient of the diffusive transport term is inversely proportional to L2(t), and112

hence decreases with time, and113

2. the addition of a source term, −Cσ(t), represents dilution associated with the ex-114

panding domain.115

Following Crank [23] we re-scale time,116

T =

∫ t

0

D

L2(s)
ds, (8)
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giving117

∂C

∂T
=

∂2C

∂ξ2
+

L2(t)(k − σ(t))

D
C. (9)

Equation (8) gives a relationship between the original time variable, t, and the transformed118

variable, T , which means that we can write Equation (9) as119

∂C

∂T
=

∂2C

∂ξ2
+ f(T )C, (10)

whose solution, with zero diffusive flux conditions at both boundaries, can be obtained120

by applying separation of variables [23], giving121

C(ξ, T ) =
∞∑
n=0

an cos(nπξ)exp
(
−(nπ)2T

)
exp

(∫ T

0

f(T ∗) dT ∗
)
, (11)

where n ∈ N0. Our exact solution for C(ξ, T ) can be re-written in terms of the original122

coordinates, giving C(x, t). The Fourier coefficients, an, can be chosen to ensure that the123

exact solution satisfies the initial condition, given by Equation (5). Our framework for124

finding C(x, t) is quite general and does not depend on any particular form of the initial125

condition. We now present the details for a few relevant choices of L(t).126

2.1.1 Case 0: Non-growing domain127

Before we present results for a growing domain it is instructive to consider the solution of128

Equation (4), with the same initial condition and boundary conditions, on a non-growing129

domain, 0 < x < L. With L(t) = L, we have σ(t) = 0 and T =
Dt

L2
. Later, when130

we compare the solution of Equation (4) on a growing domain with the solution on a131

non-growing domain, it will be useful to recall that on a non-growing domain, as t → ∞,132

we have T → ∞, since D > 0 and L > 0. On the non-growing domain the solution of133
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Equation (4) can be written as134

C(x, t) =
∞∑
n=0

an cos
(nπx

L

)
exp

(
−D(nπ)2t

L2
+ kt

)
, (12)

where a0 =
βC0

L
, an =

2C0

nπ
sin

(
nπβ

L

)
and n ∈ N+.135

2.1.2 Case 1: Exponential domain growth136

With L(t) = L(0)exp(αt), we have σ(t) = α and T = D

[
1− exp(−2αt)

2αL2(0)

]
, for which we137

note that as t → ∞, we have T → D

2αL2(0)
, since α > 0. This limiting behavior is different138

to the limiting behavior under non-growing conditions. For an exponentially-elongating139

domain, the solution of Equation (4) can be written as140

C(x, t) =
∞∑
n=0

an cos

(
nπx

L(t)

)
exp

(
−D(nπ)2 (1− exp(−2αt))

2αL2(0)
+ t(k − α)

)
, (13)

where a0 =
βC0

L(0)
, an =

2C0

nπ
sin

(
nπβ

L(0)

)
and n ∈ N+.141

2.1.3 Case 2: Linear domain growth142

With L(t) = L(0) + bt, we have σ(t) =
b

L(t)
and T =

Dt

L(0)L(t)
, for which as t → ∞, we143

have T → D

bL(0)
, since D > 0 and b > 0. For a linearly-elongating domain, the solution144

of Equation (4) can be written as145

C(x, t) =
∞∑
n=0

an
L(0)

L(t)
cos

(
nπx

L(t)

)
exp

(
− (nπ)2Dt

L(0)L(t)
+

kL(t)

b

)
, (14)

where a0 =
βC0exp(−kL(0)/b)

L(0)
, an =

2C0exp(−kL(0)/b)

nπ
sin

(
nπβ

L(0)

)
and n ∈ N+.146
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2.2 Comparison of exact and numerical solutions147

We now present some examples to highlight key features of the model. First we compare148

plots of C(x, t) generated using the exact solution with plots of C(x, t) computed numeri-149

cally. To generate the numerical approximations we discretise Equation (7) using a central150

finite difference approximation on a uniformly discretized domain, 0 < ξ < 1, with151

uniform mesh spacing δξ. The resulting system of coupled ordinary differential equations152

is integrated through time using a backward Euler approximation with uniform time steps153

of duration δt. At each time step the resulting system of tridiagonal linear equations is154

solved using the Thomas algorithm [24]. All numerical results presented correspond to155

choices of δξ and δt so that the numerical results are grid-independent.156

Results in Fig. 1A–C compare exact and numerical solutions on an exponentially-157

growing domain at t = 0, 10 and 20, and we see that the exact and numerical solu-158

tions are indistinguishable. A summary of the properties of the solutions in the interval159

0 ≤ t ≤ 20 is given in a space-time diagram in Fig. 1D, which compares the length160

of the domain, L(t), and the position of the front, f(t). Here, we define the position161

of the front to be the spatial location where C(x, t) = 0.01. This means that we have162

f(0) = β. Comparing L(t) and f(t) in Fig. 1D indicates that the C(x, t) profile moves163

in the positive x-direction as time increases; however, the distance between L(t) and f(t)164

increases with time such that the C(x, t) profile does not colonize the domain by t = 20.165

Results in Fig. 1E–G correspond to the same initial condition and parameters used in166

Fig. 1A–C except that we increased the diffusivity, D. Comparing results in Fig. 1E–G167

with the solutions in Fig. 1A–C indicates that the front moves faster with an increase168

in D, as we might anticipate. However, the summary of the time evolution of L(t) and169

f(t) in Fig. 1H confirms that the increase in D is insufficient for colonization to occur by170

t = 20. In contrast, the results in Fig. 1I–K correspond to the same initial condition and171
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parameters as in Fig. 1E–G except that we have further increased D. This time we see172

that the front reaches L(t), and we have full colonization after t ≈ 16.173

To further explore the competition between various processes in the model we compare174

some additional exact and numerical solutions in Fig. 2, where again we see that in all175

cases considered, the numerical solutions are visually indistinguishable from the exact176

solutions. The set of results in Fig. 2A–D is identical to the set of results shown previously177

in Fig. 1E–H, which corresponds to a case where the domain does not become fully178

colonized within the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 20. We present a second set of results, in179

Fig. 2E–H, which are identical to those in Fig. 2A–D except for a change in the initial180

condition. We note that the initial condition in Fig. 2A–D corresponds to C(x, 0) = 1181

for 0 ≤ x < 0.2 and C(x, 0) = 0 for 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 1, whereas the initial condition in Fig.182

2E–H corresponds to C(x, 0) = 1 for 0 ≤ x < 0.75 and C(x, 0) = 0 for 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1. The183

situation in Fig. 2A–D leads to unsuccessful colonization by t = 20 whereas the situation184

in Fig. 2E–H leads to successful colonization after t ≈ 14. A third set of results, in Fig.185

2I–L, are identical to those in Fig. 2A–D except for a change in the production term k.186

For k = 0.105, profiles in Fig. 2A–D do not colonize the growing domain by t = 20. In187

contrast, when we increase the production to k = 1.705, profiles in Fig. 2I–L indicate188

that colonization occurs after t ≈ 20.189

Although all results presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 correspond to an exponentially-190

growing domain, we also generated exact and numerical results for a linearly elongating191

domain (not shown), and we note two key outcomes. First, similar to the results in Fig.192

1 and Fig. 2, we found that the exact solution and the numerical solutions compare very193

well. Second, we found that altering the initial condition, D, k and the growth rate, b,194

could affect whether or not the system colonized within a specified time interval.195
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2.3 Criteria for colonization196

Now that we have derived exact solutions describing a linear reaction–diffusion process197

on a growing domain we can use the new solution to write down a condition which198

can be used to distinguish between situations which lead to successful colonization from199

situations which lead to unsuccessful colonization. For our initial condition, given by200

Equation (5), we aim to identify whether the spreading density profile, C(x, t), ever201

reaches the boundary, x = L(t), by some threshold time t⋆. To explore this we must202

examine the quantity C(L(t⋆), t⋆) by substituting x = L(t⋆) and t = t⋆ into Equation203

(11). Having evaluated this quantity, we test whether C(L(t⋆), t⋆) > ε, in which case204

we have successful colonization by time t⋆. Alternatively, if C(L(t⋆), t⋆) < ε, we have205

unsuccessful colonization by time t⋆. Here ε is some user-defined small tolerance. For206

example, to interpret the results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we set ε = 0.01 to determine the207

position of the front, and this choice of ε could be used to make a distinction between208

successful and unsuccessful colonization in other applications.209

We now demonstrate how our results are sensitive to the choice of ε. If we choose210

a slightly larger tolerance, say ε = 0.015, our conclusions about the results in Fig. 1211

are slightly different. With ε = 0.015, our conclusion about the situations in Fig. 1A–212

D and Fig. 1E–H remains unchanged and colonization never occurs. However, for the213

parameter combination in Fig. 1I–L, the position of the moving front, according to the214

larger tolerance, takes a longer period of time to reach x = L(t). Instead of reaching215

x = L(t) by t ≈ 16 with ε = 0.01, when we choose ε = 0.015, colonization does not occur216

until t ≈ 60.217
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3 Discussion and Conclusions218

In this work we derive an exact solution for a linear reaction–diffusion PDE on a uniformly219

growing domain. Our framework is relevant for a general class of uniformly growing220

domains, 0 < x < L(t), and we present specific results for exponentially-elongating221

domains, L(t) = L(0)exp(αt), with α > 0, and linearly-elongating domains, L(t) =222

L(0)+bt, with b > 0. While our approach is relevant for a general class of initial conditions,223

motivated by Landman et al.’s previous work [22], we consider an initial condition relevant224

to ENS development where we consider C(x, 0) to be localised near one boundary of the225

domain. Then, using our exact solution, we explore whether the density profile evolves226

such that it can overcome the domain growth and colonize the entire length of the domain227

by reaching the other boundary, within some particular time interval.228

It is interesting to note, and discuss, several differences between the solution of the229

linear reaction–diffusion PDE on a non-growing domain, given by Equation (12), and the230

solutions of the same PDE on a growing domain, such as Equations (13) and (14). In231

the usual way, the solution on a non-growing domain (Equation (12)) indicates that after232

a sufficiently long period of time the exact solution can be approximated by the first233

few terms in the infinite series since the factor exp

(
−D(nπ)2t

L2

)
guarantees that further234

terms in the series decrease exponentially fast with time. On a non-growing domain, this235

could be used to develop useful approximations to Equation (12), such as236

C(x, t) ≈ βC0

L(0)
exp (kt) +

2C0

π
sin

(
πβ

L

)
cos

(πx
L

)
exp

(
−Dπ2t

L2
+ kt

)
. (15)

Such approximations are well-known to be accurate after a sufficiently long period of237

time [25,26]. One of the key differences between the solutions of Equation (4) on a grow-238

ing and non-growing domain becomes obvious when we consider whether it is possible to239
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develop a useful approximation of the exact solution in the long-time limit on a growing do-240

main. Since Equation (11) contains the factor exp (−(nπ)2T ), it is tempting to think that241

we may truncate the infinite series after one or two terms to obtain a useful approximation242

to the exact solution when T becomes sufficiently large. This kind of approximation is243

possible in the non-growing case where, as we previously noted, when t → ∞, we have244

T → ∞. However, different behavior occurs in the growing domain solutions. In partic-245

ular, for the exponentially-growing domain, as t → ∞ we have T → D

2αL2(0)
. Similarly,246

in the linearly-growing domain case, as t → ∞ we have T → D

bL(0)
. This means that247

it may not be possible to develop simple approximations for sufficiently large t. Indeed,248

we explored whether it is possible to approximate the exact solutions in Fig. 1 and Fig.249

2 using a two-term truncation of Equation (13) and we found that this produced a very250

poor approximation, even for much larger values of t than reported here, such as t = 100.251

Since we rely on separation of variables and superposition to construct our exact252

solution, one of the key limitations of our strategy is that the exact solution applies253

only to a linear reaction–diffusion process. While many reaction–diffusion models are254

inherently nonlinear, there is a real practical value in the use of linear models, since255

linear PDE models are often used to approximate the solution of related nonlinear PDE256

models [27]. For example, Hickson et al. [28] analyses the critical timescale of a nonlinear257

reaction-diffusion process by arguing that the nonlinear PDE model can be approximated258

by a linear PDE model. Similarly, Swanson [29] provides insight into moving cell fronts259

by studying an exact solution of a linear PDE model. In this case, Swanson [29] assumes260

that the linear PDE model can be used to approximate the solution of a nonlinear PDE.261

Using a similar approach, Witelski [30] studies the motion of wetting fronts in variably262

saturated porous media, which is governed by a nonlinear PDE, by first analysing the263

solution of a related linear PDE model. These kinds of approximations are invoked in264
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many other situations such as the study of flow in saturated porous media [31,32], solid-265

liquid separation processes [33], and food manufacturing [34]. Therefore, while our exact266

solution cannot be applied directly to study the solution of nonlinear PDE models, the267

basic properties of the linear PDE model can be used to provide insight into reaction–268

diffusion processes on a growing domain. In addition to this practical value, we believe269

that the exact solution is inherently interesting from a mathematical point of view.270

There are several ways in which the exact solution strategy presented in this work271

could be extended. Although we have only considered a single species reaction–diffusion272

processes with one dependent variable, C(x, t), in principle our solution strategy could273

also be applied to multispecies reaction–diffusion processes involving several dependent274

variables, C1(x, t), C2(x, t), C3(x, t), . . ., that are coupled through a linear reaction net-275

work [35, 36]. We anticipate that these kinds of multispecies problems could be solved276

exactly on a uniformly growing domain by first applying a linear transformation which277

uncouples the reaction network [35]. After this uncoupling transformation, our solution278

strategy could be applied to solve each uncoupled PDE before applying the inverse un-279

coupling transform to give an exact solution for the coupled multispecies PDE problem280

on a growing domain. We leave this extension for future consideration.281
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Figure Legends364
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Figure 1: Comparison of exact and numerical solutions, exploring the influence365

of varying the diffusivity, D. All results correspond to an exponentially-elongating366

domain, L(t) = L(0)exp(αt), with L(0) = 1 and α = 0.1. The initial condition is given by367

Equation (5) with β = 0.2 and C0 = 1. In all cases we consider a linear source term with368

k = 0.105. Results in (a)–(d) correspond to D = 1 × 10−5, results in (e)–(h) correspond369

to D = 1× 10−3, and results in (i)–(l) correspond to D = 1× 10−2. For all three sets of370

parameter combinations we show the solution at t = 0, 10 and t = 20, as indicated. The371

exact solutions, presented in (a)–(c), (e)–(g) and (i)–(k) (solid blue), correspond to Equa-372

tion (13), where we truncate the infinite sum after 1000 terms. The numerical solutions,373

presented in (a)–(c), (e)–(g) and (i)–(k) (dashed red), are numerical approximations of374

Equation (7) with δξ = 0.001 and δt = 0.001. The space–time diagrams summarising375

the time evolution of the length of the domain, L(t), and the position of the front of the376

C(x, t) density profile, f(t), given in (d), (h) and (l), are constructed by defining f(t) to377

be the position where C(x, t) = 0.01.378

379
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Figure 2: Comparison of exact solutions and numerical approximations for dif-380

ferent values of β and k All results correspond to an exponentially-elongating domain,381

L(t) = L(0)exp(αt), with L(0) = 1 and α = 0.1. The initial condition is given by Equa-382

tion (5) with C0 = 1, and in all cases we set D = 1× 10−3. Results in (a)–(d) correspond383

to a narrow initial condition, β = 0.2, with k = 0.105. Results in (e)–(h) correspond to a384

wide initial condition, β = 0.75, with k = 0.105. Results in (i)–(l) correspond to a narrow385

initial condition, β = 0.2, with k = 1.705. For each set of parameter combinations we386

show the solution at t = 0, 10 and t = 20, as indicated. The exact solutions, presented in387

(a)–(c), (e)–(g) and (i)–(k) (solid blue), correspond to Equation (13), where we truncate388

the infinite sum after 1000 terms. The numerical solutions, presented in (a)–(c), (e)–(g)389

and (i)–(k) (dashed red), correspond to are numerical approximations of Equation (7)390

with δξ = 0.001 and δt = 0.001. The space–time diagrams summarising the time evolu-391

tion of the length of the domain, L(t), and the position of the front of the C(x, t) density392

profile, f(t), given in (d), (h) and (l), are constructed by defining f(t) to be the position393

where C(x, t) = 0.01.394

395
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